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Bright Lights Big City Books, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. A QUEST FOR EXCITEMENT AND ADVENTURE LEADS
TO A DARK PLACE The Benevolent Terrorist is a thinking person s adventure story, in the vein of
various novels by Graham Greene, Robert Stone, and Patricia Highsmith. It tells the tale of a
troubled young American named Jack who s been wandering the world for extended periods on an
increasingly desperate quest for excitement and adventure. Jack is traveling with a likable and
beautiful Australian woman, who s quickly getting fed up with him. In Athens, they meet a
mysterious loner, an ex-Army guy who recently finished working construction in Tunisia. The
unlikely trio travels to a Greek island where a romantic triangle develops. Jack s deep desire to
escape boredom and his theory of benevolent terrorism - fighting terrorists with terror - lead the
two men on a dark and violent adventure. The novel explores with intelligence a number of the
disturbing aspects of life and artfully straddles the boundary between commercial and literary
fiction. A fantastic, existentialist thriller with visceral charm.offers a trio of vivid character studies
while...
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Good electronic book and valuable one. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. You may like how the author publish
this pdf.
-- Lisette Schimmel-- Lisette Schimmel

This publication is wonderful. I could comprehended every thing out of this published e publication. You can expect to like the way the blogger write this
publication.
-- Eliseo Rippin-- Eliseo Rippin
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